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Abstract 
We are aiming at the realization of the wide-field imaging, such as the global greenhouse gas, by mounting the imaging-type  
2-dimensional Fourier-spectroscopy into the earth observatory satellites. The proposed method is the spectroscopic imaging 
method based on the phase-shift-interference phenomena between objective beams. Spectrum will be deteriorated by the angle 
field in accordance with the viewpoints to realize the wide-field imaging. Thus, we proposed the phase-difference correction 
method to secure the accuracy of spectrum in whole imaging area. In this report, we constructed the geometrical correction model 
and verified the effectiveness for improving the spectrum of the whole imaging area. 
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1.  Introduction 
We are aiming at the realization of the wide-field imaging, such as global greenhouse-gas, by the imaging-type  
2-dimensional Fourier-spectroscopy into the earth observatory satellites. The spectroscopic-imaging data could be 
obtained with the phase-shift-interference phenomena by installing the phase-shifter on the Fourier transform plane. 
This phase shifter is configured with the movable mirror and the fixed mirror. Because of the oblique rays in 
accordance with the viewpoints, the amounts of phase difference with the parallel displacement of movable mirror 
are varied in each measuring points. Therefore, we propose the phase-difference correction method from mechanical 
phase-shift values based on geometrical model in consideration of angle field. For constructing this geometric model, 
the placement angle of the phase-shifter߮௫,߮௬,߮௭ and angle field ߠ௫,ߠ௬ should be required in spatial coordinates. 
Thus, we defined the x-z plane including the normal vector to the mirror surface of the phase-shifter based on 
reflection law. Hereby, the elevation angle ߮௫ is equivalent to zero. And, the rotation angle ߮௭ around the axis of the 
normal vector is independent to the reflection angle. Thus, the total number of parameters that is necessary to the 
description of geometrical model could be decreased into only one ߮௬. And, the angle fieldsߠ௫,ߠ௬ are the known 
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values from optical system. So we can correct the amount of phase-difference in accordance with the angle field by 
the simple plane-geometrical model. We obtained placement angle ( ߮௬ = 30deg.) by calibration optics 
(magnification: 1/2 ×, viewing field: 2.8 deg., maximum angle field:ߠ௫ = 0.56deg., ߠ௬= 0.92deg.). This method 
made the spectrum error decrease from 20.2 nm to 0.70 nm. 
2.  Correction geometrical- model of the substantial phase shift value in consideration of the angle field 
2.1  Main issue and the basic procedure of the geometrical correction method 
To realize the wide-field Fourier-spectroscopic imaging, the deterioration of the spectral characteristics that is 
caused from the angle field is an inevitable issue. Because, the amounts of the substantial phase-difference added by 
the mechanical phase-shift operation are different in each view points. The optical axes in each view points are 
oblique to the translational-movement axis of mechanical phase-shifter. Because the same mechanical phase-shift 
values is added to the every optical axes, the amount of substantial phase difference in each optical axis becomes to 
be geometrically different in accordance with the angle field. Thus, we construct the correction geometrical-model 
in consideration of the angle field to calibrate the amount of substantial phase difference in each optical axis. 
To define the installation attitude angles of the variable phase filter in the 3-dimensional correction geometrical 
model, we have to consider the several parameters. It will make the 3-D correction-geometrical-model complicated. 
To decrease the number of parameters, we defined the geometrical coordinate that is based on the reflection law 
paying attention on the reflective-type variable-phase-filter. Hereby, we estimate the installation angle of the 
variable-phase-filter by the calibration optical setup that is constructed with the fly-eye lens. Only estimating the 
installation angle preliminarily, we can correct the substantial phase difference in the whole area based on the 
geometrical equation.  
2.2  Constructing the geometric model based on the correction optical coordination system 
To reduce the definition parameters for installation angle of variable phase-filter, we pay attention on the 
reflection law. Because the variable phase filter is a local movable mirror, the optical axes can be traced by the 
simple reflection-law. As shown in figure 1, we defined the correction coordinate using the normal vector of the 
mirror surface of the variable phase filter. In the optical geometric model, we form the discrete-bright-point image 
on the object plane using the fly-eye lens. These discrete-bright-points image will be used in the estimation of the 
installing angel as I discuss later. The object beams are collimated by the objective lens and reflected by the variable 
phase-filter. And then, these collimated rays are concentrated on the imaging plane in each optical axis. The optical 
axes of the each discrete-bright-point are oblique in accordance with the viewpoints. And the variable phase-filter is 
configured with the movable mirror and the fixed mirror. To define the movable mirror in the correction coordinate, 
we should consider the installation angle of the variable phase-filter and the angle field. Here, the installation angle 
has the 3 degrees of freedoms, and the angle field has the 2 degrees of freedoms. Because the reflection angle, that is 
equal to the incident angle, is determined around the normal vector of the mirror surface, the surface of the movable 
mirror can be simply described by the normal vector in the geometrical model. In this case, we can define the 
reflection surface as the installation angles߮௫,߮௬,߮௭ around the normal vector. ߮௫ is the elevation angle from x-z 
plane, ߮௬ is the rotation angle around y axis, and ߮௭ is the rotation angle around the normal vector. Because the 
reflection angle is determined only with the incident angle, the reflection angle is independent with the rotation 
angle߮௭ . Thus, the installation angle ߮௭  can be ignored to trace the optical path. Furthermore, we define the 
correction coordinate that includes the normal vector in the x-z plane. In this case, the elevation angle ߮௫ becomes to 
be zero. From these two reasons, only we should consider is the installation angleɔ୷ . Thus, we can construct the 
simple equation (1) which can correct the substantial phase difference L from the phase shift value M based on the 
vector calculation. Here, ߠ௫,ߠ௬ is the angle field. 
 
ܮ ൌ ሼʹܯ ߮௬ െ ߠ௬ሻሽȀ  ߠ௫        (1) 
 
From the equation (1), the filed angleߠ௫ ,ߠ௬  can be known from the optical system. The angle field can be 
calculated from the view position and the focal length of the imaging lens.  So, we should previously obtain the 
rotation angle ߮௬  as the calibration method. In the next section, the calibration method is discussed. In the 
calibration procedure, the main issue is how to define the correction coordinate that include the normal vector. In 
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this section, to simplify the correction model as shown in equation (1), we define the correction coordinate that 
includes the x-z plane. So, in the calibration method, we should search the normal vector in the 3-dimensional space 
from the 2-dimensional camera-image. 
 
 
Fig.1 The geometrical correction coordinate using discrete-bright-points image 
 
2.3    Estimation of the rotation angle ߮ ௭ of variable phase-filter using discrete-bright-point image 
The calibration means to estimate the rotation angle ߮௬  previously. And we should determine the correction 
coordinate which includes the normal vector in the x-z plane. But only we can experimentally obtain is the 
deteriorated spectral-characteristics of each bright-point on 2-dimensional imaging-plane. So, we should search the 
3-dimensional correction-coordinate from 2-dimensional data. 
In figure 2, the broken line shows the basic pattern of the imaging intensity change at a pixel in accordance with 
the mechanical phase-shift. The basic pattern shows the interference intensity change of the monochromatic light at 
the angle field ߠ௫= 0 deg.,ߠ௬= 0 deg.. In this basic pattern, the interference-intensity forms the simple cyclic sin 
wave whose phase-shift period is equal to the wavelength Ȝ. The solid line shows the change of imaging intensity at 
the other position. At the position whose angle field ߠ௫ orߠ௬ is not zero, the period of the mechanical phase-shift is 
not equal to the wavelength Ȝ based on the equation (1). This means that the amount of substantial phase difference 
L is different from the mechanical phase-shift values M in accordance with angle field. We experimentally observe 
the mechanical phase-shift period ܯఒ  in each pixel. Obviously from the interference phenomena, when the 
mechanical displacement of the movable mirror is equal to ܯఒ, the substantial phase difference L = Ȝ is added to the 
wave front of this optical axis. Thus, in equation (1), we can substitute the mechanical displacement value ܯఒ into 
the phase shift value M and the wavelength Ȝ into the substantial phase difference L, as shown in equation (2).  
To estimate the rotation angle ߮௬, we obtain the mechanical displacement value ܯఒ  experimentally using the 
monochromatic light. And we calculate the rotation angle ߮௬  from the equation (2). 
 
߮௬ ൌ ߠ௬ ൅ ିଵሺߣȀʹܯఒ  ߠ௫ሻ        (2) 
 
But we treat the angle fieldߠ௫ ,ߠ௬ as the known value. Obviously if the correction coordinate is determined, the 
angle field can be easily known from the design value, such as the focal length of imaging lens and the position on 
the imaging plane. So, first we should define the correction coordinate in the optical setup. To define the correction 
coordinate, there is the important constrained condition. As I mentioned in the previous section, the x-z plane should 
include the normal vector to the mirror surface. But in the real optical setup, we could not directly identify the 
normal vector to the mirror surface. Hereby, we change the view point to define the correction coordinate. 
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Fig.2 Imaging intensity and spectral characteristics of single wave 
 
If we assume the z axis penetrate the arbitrary bright-point on imaging plane, the angle fieldߠ௫ ,ߠ௬ at that bright 
point can be assumed to be 0 deg.. Because the angle fieldsߠ௫ andߠ௬ are the relative angle to the x-z plane, the 
penetration of z axis to the bright point means that the bright point is on the x-z plane. Thus, the relative angles to 
the x-z plane become to be zero degree. Under this assumption, we can deal with the angle fields as the known value 
ߠ௫= 0 deg. andߠ௬= 0 deg., as shown in equation (3).  Thus, at a bright point, we can estimate the rotation angle ߮௬ 
experimentally from the obtained mechanical displacement valueܯఒ. 
 
߮௬ ൌ ିଵሺߣȀʹܯఒሻ  (3) 
 
In this calibration optical setup, we form the many bright points on the imaging plane using the fly eye lens. Thus, 
at every bright points, the rotation angles ߮௬ are estimated from the observed mechanical displacement valueܯఒ in 
the condition of ߠ௫= 0 deg. andߠ௬= 0 deg.. Figure 3 shows the conceptual diagram of this calibration. We assume 
the z axis penetrate a bright point on the imaging plane and calculate the rotation angle ߮௬ from equation (3). We 
operate this calculation in every bright point sequentially. This sequential operation conceptually means that the x-z 
plane is made to be rotated in the 3-dimensional space.  The rotation angle ߮௬ is the relative angel around the y axis. 
And the attention bright-point includes the x-z plane and the y axis is the vertical line to the x-z plane. So, if z axis 
rotates around the normal vector, the estimated rotation angles ߮௬   are equal as shown in Fig.3. From other 
perspective, the contour line of the estimated rotation angles ߮௬ on the imaging plane means that the z axis rotates 
around the normal vector. In this case, because the attention bright-point includes the x-z plane and the x-z plane 
rotate around the normal vector, the x-z plane also includes the normal vector as shown in Fig.3. Because the 
contour line of the estimated rotation angles ߮௬ on the imaging plane is the circle whose center is the normal vector, 
the tangent line at the arbitrary point is the y axis and the vertical line to the y axis is the projected line of the x-z 
plane that includes the normal vector. In this way, we can search the correction coordinate that is defined by the 
normal vector to the mirror surface from the 2-dimensional calibration data. 
These calibration procedures can be summarized as follows. First, we experimentally obtain the interference 
intensity period ܯఒ at the discrete bright points using the monochromatic light whose wavelength Ȝ is well known, 
such as laser. The rotation angles ߮௬ at every bright point are estimated from the equation (3). By searching the 
contour line of the estimated rotation angles ߮௬, the correction coordinate can be defined. And based on the defined 
correction coordinate, the rotation angle߮௬  is calibrated. In the practical use, we can calculate the amount of 
substantial phase difference L in accordance with the viewpoints by equation (1) using the calibrated rotation angle 
߮௬. We can correct the accuracy of the spectral characteristics with the whole measuring area and realize the wide-
viewing-angle Fourier-spectroscopic-imaging. 
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Fig.3 Definition method of the correction coordinate for calibration using the discrete-bright-point image 
 
3.  Verification results of the accuracy of the spectral characteristic using the correction geometrical-model 
As shown in figure 4, the spectral characteristics were corrected at the whole measurement area by the proposed 
correction geometrical-model using the discrete-bright-point image. In this experiment, the optical magnification is 
1/2 × and the range of the viewing field is 12.9 × 9.7 mm. We used the He-Ne laser (Ȝ= 632.8nm) as the 
monochromatic light source and used the CCD camera as the imaging device. As the calibration result, the estimated 
rotation angle ߮௬ was 30 deg.. And using this estimated value, we can correct the spectral characteristics with the 
angle field for wide-viewing-angle. In the future work, we will evaluate the white-light spectral-characteristics and 
decrease the error of the spectral characteristics from 20.2 nm to 0.70 nm (maximum improved rate: 97 %) at the 
angle field ߠ௫= 0.56 deg.㸪ߠ௬= -0.92 deg.. And we could reduce the error range into ±3 nm in the whole 
measurement area. Therefore, we verified the effectiveness for the correction of the spectral characteristics with the 
angle field for wide-viewing-angle. In the future work, we will evaluate the white-light spectral-characteristics. 
 
 
Eig.4 Verification results of the effectiveness of the correction geometrical model 
 
4.  Conclusion 
We are aiming at the realization of the wide-viewing-angle Fourier-spectroscopic-imaging. We propose 
correction geometrical model that can convert the mechanical phase-shift value into the substantial phase difference 
in each oblique optical axes. To define the simple correction model, we determine the x-z plane of the correction 
coordinate includes the normal vector to the reflection mirror surface. And using the discrete bright points image 
made by the fly-eye lens, the attitude of the variable phase-filter in the correction coordinate can be estimated. In the 
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practical use, using the previous estimated parameter, the spectral characteristics can be easily corrected by the 
simple geometrical model. We successfully verified the effectiveness of the proposed correction geometrical model 
and can reduce the spectral error into the error range into ±3nm using the He-Ne laser whose wavelength 632.8nm. 
In the future work, we will evaluate the correction accuracy of the white light spectral characteristics. 
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